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Objective of the Roadmap

•

Provide an overall sequencing for all of the opportunities for
improvement identified in the Maturity Assessment

•

Identify relationships or dependencies that may exist between the
projects associated with initiatives

•

Evaluate the anticipated timelines for individual projects, and for the
overall consolidated roadmap, including the next 12 months

•

Provide a framework that can inform funding and human resource
implications of investing in each project
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Overview

Introduction & Background
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) is currently in the process of meeting the terms of the January 31, 2019 agreement (“Agreement”)
among the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York (SDNY), the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and the
City of New York (City). Pursuant to paragraph 45 of the Agreement, a review of the current NYCHA organizational structure was performed to
identify related impediments to NYCHA’s ability to provide residents and staff with necessary support in the delivery of services.
The Roadmap for transformation is the last component of the review of NYCHA’s organizational structure, which included the analysis of the
current state of NYCHA’s operations, identification of opportunities for improvements in the future, an evaluation of the NYCHA’s readiness for
change, and a plan for how to proceed with affecting the changes required.

Current State
Assessment
Report 1

Maturity
Assessment

Culture Change
Readiness
Assessment
Report 3

Report 2

Roadmap

Report 4

The Maturity Assessment identified “opportunities for improvement” which included individual critical success factors and were aligned to
achieving future state maturity targets. The intention of the Roadmap is to consider each of the opportunities for improvement in a broader
context of each other, and translate these opportunities for change into an actionable set of initiatives that can be planned, tracked, and executed.
These initiatives are presented for NYCHA and the Monitor to consider when developing the Organizational Plan required by the Agreement.
Ultimately the recommendations may be accepted or rejected by NYCHA and the Monitor as the transformation agenda is defined.

.
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NYCHA’s Operating Model
To identify the opportunities for improvement,
NYCHA was reviewed to understand where its
challenges, pain points, and organizational
barriers were located. When completing this
assessment, NYCHA’s operations were
organized into five segments:
—

Relationship Management –
“front-office” shared services which provide
communication support and channels to
areas of the organization who need to
connect with a variety of stakeholders

—

Public Housing Program
Management – provides the strategic
direction, guidance, and core
management functions required to run
NYCHA

—

Resident Services – supports residents,
program participants, and the general
public at each stage of their journey
through NYCHA’s housing assistance
programs

—

Asset Management – supports the aspects
of maintaining and operating the physical
assets in NYCHA’s portfolio

—

Resource Management – shared services
(i.e., “back-office”) which focuses on other
support areas of NYCHA’s business such
as finance, information systems, human
capital management, procurement, legal
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NYCHA’s Guiding Principles for Transformation
Setting a path for NYCHA’s transformation
required identifying a set of guiding principles
that contribute to NYCHA’s goals and
ultimately its mission to “…provide safe,
affordable housing and facilitate access to
social and community services.”
These principles were utilized to guide the
overall roadmap and transformation program
and are categorized as one of the following:
—

Strategic Principles – crucial for
success as they contribute directly to
NYCHA’s goals

—

Operating Principles – a set of tactical
operating principles which acknowledge
that there are some fundamental
improvements on which the entire
organization is dependent

—

Basic Principles – core values that
shape how all individuals within NYCHA
should conduct themselves in their roles

Each initiative was rated for its alignment to
the guiding principles.
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Roadmap Approach

Approach – Opportunity Initiatives & Projects
As each capability was reviewed during the current state and maturity assessment, opportunities for improvement were identified that could have
an impact on NYCHA’s performance delivery. Each opportunity was defined with a breakdown of goals, sub-components (i.e., project or
activities), critical success factors, cost and benefit ratings, and risks.
When developing the consolidated roadmap for transformation, each of these opportunities would be realized by an initiative, which is
represented as a single line item on the roadmap. Each of these initiatives have been categorized and further decomposed into multiple projects
that contribute to the goals of the opportunity, with estimated timelines and dependencies identified. The categories of these initiatives are
depicted below:

Asset Management Operations
Resident Engagement
Strategic Planning and Oversight
Legal Issues
Procurement
IT Operations and Management

Human Resources and Staff
Support

Core Process and Technology
Changes

Capital Project Management
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Approach – Initiative Timing & Sequencing
Each initiative was positioned on the roadmap based on its assessed priority, known dependencies, and alignment to a key owner within the
organization. The initiatives span the organization, so while they may impact multiple areas and capabilities, they should be driven by one
particular organizational area or office. Consideration was given to the impacted departments, the scale of the initiative, and current status of
known related work.
Additionally, the initiatives have been broken down into sub-projects with estimated duration and dependencies for each. These estimates
represent realistic timeframes required to implement the project, given the critical success factors (such as leadership support, appropriate
resources, funding, etc.) have been met.
Note: Timelines and sequencing do not take into consideration competing initiatives that may be ongoing as part of the Agreement. Impact to
resources to develop and implement the Action Plans is currently unknown.
Considerations on the consolidated timeline and sequencing include:
Critical success factors in the maturity assessment opportunity profiles helped identify initiative
dependencies:
•
What needs to be in place before the initiative can start or finish?

Prioritization of each opportunity was based on its overall impact to strategic objectives and
guiding principles and ability to make contributions to the overall transformation

Probable resources that would be utilized to implement the projects was considered for each
opportunity so as to not overburden individual areas of the organization
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Approach – Opportunity Initiative Factors

Overall Priority

Each opportunity initiative represents a set of changes that can be made to help achieve the target maturity scores for one or more capabilities. In order to
objectively assess each opportunity initiative and its contribution to the overall NYCHA transformation program, each of these initiatives were classified based
on factors that describe different considerations for planning these projects. These factors are presented in the chart below and include:

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Moderate

Strong

Very Strong

Indirect contribution to principles
and standards through
contribution to another priority
opportunity

Indirect contribution to principles
and standards through
contribution to multiple other
priority opportunities

Direct contribution to at least one
principle or standard

Direct contribution to multiple
principles and standards

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Simple project impacting only
easy to change operations with
narrow impact, no systems
changes required

Broader scope project impacting
more than one organization,
simple systems changes required

Complex project with multiple
components / sub-projects
impacting more than one
organization, changes impacting
processes, roles, and technology
systems

Highly complex project with many
components / sub projects with
multiple organizational
interdependencies and skill sets
required, significant systems
changes required

Overall Priority

Complexity

Alignment

Weak
Identifies the relative
contribution to guiding
principles, benchmarks
and standards which the
opportunity contributes
to

Assessment of how
difficult the opportunity
would be to implement
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Risks

Benefit

Cost

Timeline

Approach – Opportunity Initiative Factors
Short description of
what contributes to the
duration required to
implement

Identifies anticipated
return on investment
based on ranges of
financial costs and
benefits associated with
implementation

Identifies key risks
associated with the
opportunity

< 6 months

6 – 12 months
6

13 - 24 months
12

25+ months
24

+

Low

Medium

High

Very High

<$500k

$500k - $1M

$1M - $5M

$5M +

Low

Medium

High

Very High

<$500k

$500k - $1M

$1M - $5M

$5M +

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Fairly predictable project with few
potential variables impacting
resources or outcomes

Some uncertainties exist about
key requirements of the project

Multiple dependent factors are
outside the control of the project,
may be dealing with sensitive
subject areas

High degree of uncertainty around
project resources or the outcome
of other factors project is
dependent on, such as funding,
other projects, policy changes,
key decisions, etc., high degree of
sensitivity over subject areas
12
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Opportunity for Improvement - Sample
The initiatives are organized within each focus area from high to low priority. Each initiative contains the following information:
The name/title of the opportunity initiative
A description of the
initiative, key objectives,
and the potential
transformation that could
be achieved

A list of high-level key dependencies and/or success factors
for the proposed initiative

More detailed descriptions
of the opportunity,
objectives, and subcomponents can be found
in the Current State
Observations and Maturity
Assessment Report

The factors considered to
assess each initiative and its
overall contribution to the
transformation program. The
ratings are indicated by the
icon.

The focus area of the
opportunity (initiative).
They have been
categorized among 9
different focus areas

The name of the initiative
and associated subprojects. The timeline for
the initiative and subprojects is indicated in the
gantt chart below

More details regarding the
factors and ratings can be
found in subsequent pages

The proposed start
month for the initiative

Indicates whether the initiative and/or
any of the sub-projects are projects to be
continued on an ongoing basis once
initially implemented

Confidential
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Roadmap Assumptions
In order to assemble the opportunity initiatives into a single cohesive Roadmap for NYCHA’s transformation, a number of assumptions
were made:

1

All proposed Opportunity Initiatives would be accepted and implemented by NYCHA

2

Timelines do not account for other initiatives that may be required in the Agreement

3

Funding will be approved for additional staff and consultant/outsourced resources required for initiatives

4

A Transformation Program Office is necessary to manage the volume of work and change required, and
will be prioritized

5

Any change to structure or change operations as defined in Action Plans were not considered, as they
were not known.

6

The existing IT Project Management Office would be leveraged to work within an expanded governance
framework

14
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Executive Summary

From Current State to a Roadmap for Transformation
The Roadmap for NYCHA’s transformation is a culmination of the analysis that builds on previous phases, where observations of the current
state of operations uncovered opportunities for improvement. These initiatives are mapped to address gaps in people, process, and
technology for core capabilities across the Authority. This would only make up part of the overall transformation for NYCHA as there are
additional plans and projects that address key compliance issues and funding challenges. These initiatives are meant to reinforce the
management and operations that support service delivery for residents.

Key Opportunities for Improvement

Current State Observations
Key themes of the challenges and barriers that
were impacting service delivery performance

Improvement efforts identified were across the
organization, however had very common themes
— Reorganizing to create a more integrated and accountable
enterprise: reimagine and reorganize NYCHA’s structure and
redefine responsibilities

— Departments operate in silos with wide variations in process
execution: individual components are not effectively linked together to
create an effective organization as a whole

— Applying a resident-centric approach throughout NYCHA:
bring residents to the center of operations and build trust

— Lack of staff and staff support: overall shortage of staff and
necessary supports to effectively deliver on NYCHA’s mission and meet
regulatory compliance

— Restoring the public’s trust in NYCHA through a customercentric communication strategy: an overall rebranding of
NYCHA in order to reset public perception

— Lack of effective communication: breakdown occurs in necessary
communications to engage staff or other stakeholders
— Lack of holistic planning: planning processes at the asset class-level
(e.g., boilers, building envelope, compactors, elevators, and roofing) are
disjointed and lack a holistic approach
— Underleveraged data and analytics: lack of comprehensive basic
attribute data, operational usage of data for analysis

— Investing in Human Capital: enhancing training, performance
management, and workforce planning

Transformational program of a
prioritized, sequenced, consolidated
roadmap of initiatives and projects

Roadmap for Transformation
Confidential

— Project-Based Management: move to a new delivery model that
puts more direct responsibility for resourcing and budgeting
decisions with the developments
— Comprehensive and holistic planning: developing and
maintaining an Authority-wide Asset Management Policy to
improve their approach to establishing required resources
16

Fundamentals for Transformation Success
The organizational structure will
need to evolve to address gaps in
accountability and integration
(Central Office/Field Operations)
and non-industry standard
Executive Leadership structures
(Chair / CEO and GM / COO)

Executive Direction
& Support

Organizational
Redesign
Individuals from all parts of the
organization must change the way
they view NYCHA and the way
they perceive their roles in
affecting change in its performance

IDEA

Transformational
Program Mgmt Office

Successful change fundamentally depends on
executive engagement, priority, direction,
and support to encourage appropriate
organizational adoption of change

A new Transformation office will be
required to manage all aspects of
changes, including managing the
multiple simultaneous and
interdependent transformation
initiatives – align with Executive
leadership

Culture
Change

Opportunity Initiatives
The success of individual projects that should achieve the specific individual target capability maturities are highly
dependent on the adoption of these fundamentals. The organization as a whole must embrace the need for
change and accept that every individual has a role in achieving positive change necessary for compliance.
Confidential
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Initiative Category

Human Resources and Staff Support

The consolidated roadmap
includes 46 different initiatives
organized into 9 categories,
and encompasses over 250
improvement projects. It also
includes the establishment of
a transformation enterprise
program management office.

Asset Management Operations

Roadmap of
Opportunity
Initiatives

Strategic Planning and Oversight

Foundational

Opportunity Initiativ e

Y e ar 1
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

Y e ar 3

Y e ar 2
M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M16

M17

M18

M19

M20

M21

M22

M23

M24

M25

M26

M27

Transform ational Program Manage m e nt
Transform ational Gov e rnance
Transform ational Change Manage m e nt

Re im agining the organizational construct
Establish Asse t Manage m e nt Strate gy
Establish an e nte rprise com m unications
strate gy
Addre ssing culture change
Make pe rform ance tracking and m anage m e nt
m ore sy ste m atic
Establish continuous im prov e m e nt office

Enable a m ore robust and proactiv e w orkforce
planning approach
Enhance hiring and re cruiting practice s
Im ple m e nting a Re turn to Work program
Enhance w orkplace safe ty
Structure and de v e lop inte rnal e m ploy e e
e ngage m e nt capabilitie s
AWS Re alignm e nt
Enhance training m anage m e nt and de liv e ry

X

Strate gic m ate rials/parts se le ction
Ope rations re source analy sis and be nchm arking
Warranty tracking and e nforce m e nt
Im prov e w aste m anage m e nt
Mate rials / parts standardization
Im prov e budge ting proce ss for AMPs

Collectively these initiatives
should affect every part of
NYCHA’s operations in some
way, either directly or
indirectly.

Resident Engagement

Finalize de v e lopm e nt of and standardize
He althy Hom e s and EH&S functions
Support re side nt he alth and w e llbe ing
Support incre ase d re side nt e ngage m e nt w ith
NY CHA
Establish a channe l m anage m e nt strate gy
De v e lop custom e r-ce ntric capabilitie s and
m indse t
Establish a re side nt training strate gy
Stre am line e ligibility function

17

Prociremen
t
Legal Issues
IT Operations
and Mgmt

Many of these initiatives
include a project that
eventually moves into
operations (depicted with
dashed lines). These activities
would be ongoing.
Ongoing

Proje ct strate gy docum e nts
Ex pande d use of CPD Ke y Pe rform ance
Indicators (KPI)
De dicate d sche duling te am
Com pliance and inte rnal audit ov e rsight on CPD
Se parate quality and safe ty inspe ction te am
De sign te am tim e ke e ping

Holistic and inte grate d procure m e nt proce ss
Establish re usable m aste r contracts

Im prov e re nt colle ction
Ev aluate apartm e nt unit acce ss
Im prov e support of le gal proce sse s

Establish e nte rprise data gov e rnance
Enhance IT Ope rations
Be tte r inte grate busine ss w ith IT

18

Max im o functionality e nhance m e nts

Core Process and
Technology Changes

A proposed schedule for
commencing each initiative is
depicted here. Details for
each initiative is included on
the associated Opportunity
Initiative section.

Capital Project Management

De v e lop update d capital proje cts proce dure
m anual

Enhance re ce rtification proce ss
Im prov e custom e r data m anage m e nt practice s
De v e lop a capital planning prioritization sy ste m
De v e lop a capital re que st proce ss for
Ope rations

Confidential

M28

M29

M30

Opportunity Initiative Impact Overview
Each initiative was mapped based on its relative complexity and alignment to strategic goals to visually
depict its impact. The output indicates that the majority of initiatives identified can have a significant
direct contribution to NYCHA’s guiding principles without being overly complicated.

18
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Opportunity Initiatives
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Reimagining the organizational construct
Establish Asset Management Strategy
Establish an enterprise communications strategy
Addressing culture change
Make performance tracking and management more systematic
Establish continuous improvement office
Enable a more robust and proactive workforce planning approach
Enhance hiring and recruiting practices
Implementing a Return to Work program
Enhance workplace safety
Structure and develop internal employee engagement capabilities
AWS Realignment
Enhance training management and delivery
Strategic materials/parts selection
Operations resource analysis and benchmarking
Warranty tracking and enforcement
Improve waste management
Materials / parts standardization
Improve budgeting process for AMPs
Finalize development of and standardize Healthy Homes and EH&S functions
Support resident health and wellbeing
Support increased resident engagement with NYCHA
Establish a channel management strategy
Develop customer-centric capabilities and mindset
Establish a resident training strategy
Streamline eligibility function
Develop updated capital projects procedure manual
Project strategy documents
Expanded use of CPD Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Dedicated scheduling team
Compliance and internal audit oversight on CPD
Separate quality and safety inspection team
Design team timekeeping
Holistic and integrated procurement process
Establish reusable master contracts
Improve rent collection
Evaluate apartment unit access
Improve support of legal processes
Establish enterprise data governance
Enhance IT Operations
Better integrate business with IT
Maximo functionality enhancements
Enhance recertification process
19
Improve customer data management practices
Develop a capital planning prioritization system
Develop a capital request process for Operations

The Next 12 Months…
Many initiatives are targeted to start within the first 12 months of the
transformation, across the entirety of NYCHA. In some cases, strategies or
targeted areas of detailed analysis commence to understand the full scope of the
change and the implications on the Authority. Each of the improvement
categories have various projects that are planned to start or finish during this
timeframe and are detailed below.

Foundational Projects
Foundational practices and processes to be established, staffed, and
operational within the first 3 months. They should be operational from the
onset of NYCHA’s transformation to enable successful implementation of
initiatives to follow.
Transformational Program
Management

Manage all aspects of changes, including managing the multiple
simultaneous and interdependent transformation initiatives.

Transformational
Governance

Draft and approve a governance framework, including
establishing an executive steering committee and a legal and
compliance working group.

Transformational Change
Management

Plan and establish a team that will support the organization
through the changes associated with the transformation program.

Strategic Planning & Oversight
Addresses core planning improvements and builds better crossdepartmental frameworks to improve overall alignment of functions and
coordination across teams at NYCHA.
(1) Reimagining the
organizational construct

Reestablish the Executive Leadership structure, design the
Target Operating Model and near completion of a functionspecific detailed Organizational Design. Begin implementing the
new targeting operating model and support the staff transition.

(2) Establish Asset
Management Strategy

Develop an operating context and complete the asset portfolio
overview. Complete the Asset Management policy and Strategic
Asset Management Plan (SAMP), and detail the Asset
Management Plan writing approach ,readying NYCHA to develop
the asset-class level AMPs.

(3) Establish an enterprise
communications strategy

Create a communications plan taking into account resident
preferences and an audience-centric approach. Assess staffing
levels to deliver on the plan and begin developing marketing
campaigns for deployment on an ongoing basis.

(4) Addressing culture
change

Establish vision and executive alignment on culture and
implement a series of initiatives to reinforce the vision, including a
change champions network and ethics hotline.

(5) Make performance
tracking and management
more systematic

Define performance management guidelines, processes, and
goals for non-managerial/civil service staff and make changes to
strengthen the existing process for managerial staff. Support the
changes with ongoing training and a communications campaign.

(6) Establish continuous
improvement office

Establish the continuous improvement/transformation office by
identifying a Chief Effectiveness Officer and confirming the
offices’ scope of work. Office to commence in-scope initiatives.

20
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The Next 12 Months…
Human Resource and Staff Support

Asset Management Operations

Develops and implements strategies to support NYCHA staff and enhance
the overall workforce and employee experience.

Focuses on improving key aspects of specialized asset management
services to improve service delivery to residents.

(7) Enable a more robust
and proactive workforce
planning approach

Analyze the current state org structure, staffing models, and hardto-fill positions. Establish regular internal meetings with Finance,
business units, and Chief of Staff and more frequent DCAS
meetings. Identify HR Liaisons to support business units and
facilitate training. Procurement of an HCM system may
commence.

(8) Enhance hiring and
recruiting practices

Establish regular internal meetings with Finance, business units,
and Chief of Staff and more frequent DCAS meetings. HR
Liaisons will be identified to support business units and facilitate
training. Develop marketing campaigns with internal or third-party
resources and begin deployment.

(9) Implementing a Return
to Work program

Research applicable Federal and State employment laws and
negotiate Collective Bargaining Agreements to inform potential
changes to policies and procedures. Evaluate NYCHA job
descriptions and create trainings to support future policy changes.

(10) Enhance workplace
safety

Assess overall security needs (lighting, cameras, securing front
doors, etc.) and begin any needed procurements. Begin
conversations with NYPD around any changes to the MOU.

(11) Structure and develop
internal employee
engagement capabilities

Create an employee engagement strategic plan and expand and
develop the employee engagement team. Establish and deploy
regular employee engagement practices.

(12) AWS realignment

Convene a workgroup to review staffing duplication and gaps
under AWS and gather feedback from staff at the developments.
Analyze feedback received to inform changes.

(13) Enhance training
management and delivery

Complete inventory of existing training materials, identify training
gaps, and develop a plan to address these gaps through new
courses (developed in-house or outsourced). Establish rolespecific learning paths and begin procurement of a Learning
Management System. Begin to define learning outcomes.

(14) Strategic
materials/parts selection

Conduct an internal assessment to determine what materials /
parts could be more fit-for-purpose and research similar facilities
for potential industry standard materials. Procure selected
materials and begin use at the developments.

(15) Operations resource
analysis and
benchmarking

Conduct bottom up assessment of staffing numbers/type to meet
all relevant performance guidelines and research peers and
private management companies for resource allocations for likework. Based on these assessments, align resource numbers for
core and non-core functions to identify optimal service level.

(16) Warranty tracking and
enforcement

Identify current warranty information stored in Maximo against
warranty information desired. Collect warranty information for key
assets and upload warranty information into Maximo and tag to
asset. Provide training to staff on warranty document retention
and protocols.

(17) Improve waste
management

Install gates and explore use of fixed window screens (or the like)
to deter illegal dumping of waste. Provide training for caretaker
staff on effective waste removal practices.

(18) Materials/parts
standardization

Prepare inventory of parts required and research materials/ parts
designed for heavy use and tamper proof to make parts selection.
Begin procurement of selected materials / parts from vendors with
extended warranties.

(19) Improve budgeting
process for AMPs

Identify AMP(s) for pilot program, create “Advisory Functions” or
liaison roles, and develop processes for identifying needs
requests. Complete initial property assessments
and provide training to property management on preparing
budgets for the AMPs. Begin to regularly collect and evaluate
21
information.
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The Next 12 Months…
Capital Project Management

Resident Engagement
Strategies and new approaches to connecting with residents to facilitate
increased participation among residents and shared ownership of
outcomes with NYCHA.

Focuses on improving the specific approaches to managing large scale
capital projects.

(20) Finalize development
and standardize Health
Homes and EH&S
Functions

Convene working group to establish roles and responsibilities for
environmental health and safety functions. Develop governance
documentation and expand use of KPIs and reporting. Expand
internal audit oversight.

(27) Develop updated
capital projects procedure
manual

Consolidate information from involved stakeholders into draft
manual and develop and conduct a training program on the
manual.

(21) Support resident
health and wellbeing

Develop a plan to integrate resident wellbeing across NYCHA.
Develop and implement a social services strategy and a strategy
to provide additional training on social services support.

(28) Project strategy
documents

Define objectives for documents with relevant stakeholders,
create document templates, and provide training on use of
documents.

(22) Support increased
resident engagement with
NYCHA

Establish strategy for increased engagement and develop a
resident and NYCHA staff committee to pilot new initiatives.
Reestablish the Leased Housing resident advisory group and
develop and implement plans to increase engagement.

Define data strategy, goals, and objectives to select KPIs and
build/purchase/modify and test systems to accommodate new
KPIs. Conclude initiative with training stakeholders on new
processes.

(23) Establish a channel
management strategy

Survey residents and complete journey mapping. Use information
collected to inform and develop strategy. Create a roadmap for
the strategy and begin to implement roadmap projects.

(29) Expanded use of CPD
Key Performance
Indicators

(30) Dedicated scheduling
team

Define roles and responsibilities of scheduling team and hire
needed staff. Develop processes and procedures to monitor the
project schedule and integrate schedulers on projects and refine
roles as needed.

(31) Compliance and
internal audit oversight of
CPD

Define oversight responsibilities to avoid overlaps with existing
functions and identify resource requirements and/or recruit
additional staff.

(32) Separate quality and
safety inspection team

Identify and document objectives and job descriptions for new
role(s). Modify existing templates and processes, separate
existing staff, and recruit needed personnel. In parallel, develop
and implement a training curriculum.

(33) Design timekeeping

Develop a process for budgeting FTE hours for each project and
perform a cost-benefit analysis around ways to address the
system need. Purchase/develop/modify and test the new system 22
and begin to train design team on functionality and use of system.

(24) Develop customercentric capabilities and
mindset

Define customer experience goals informed by resident feedback.
Assess customer service policies and procedures for
improvement opportunities. Enhance Siebel access and enact
changes to improve customer service at the property
management offices. Develop and begin deployment of a
customer service marketing campaign to message changes.

(25) Establish a resident
training strategy

Create and begin to execute on a resident training strategy that
includes the institution of a feedback loop from residents to
NYCHA. Additionally, identify TPA champions, establish zone
coordinator meetings, conduct TPA regulations training, and
implement new flexible training options.

(26) Streamline the
eligibility function

Establish self-service portal functionality for public housing
applicants, increase automated verifications, conduct a feasibility
study for phone interviews, and merge eligibility functions for
public and leased housing programs.
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The Next 12 Months…
Procurement

Legal Issues

Targeted improvements to make the sourcing of products and services
more effective and efficient and improve NYCHA’s ability to maintain its
assets and provide services to residents.

Addresses key legal challenges that have a significant impact on NYCHA’s
operations, and identify creative and effective solutions.

Establish a cross-functional Procurement Task Force to conduct a
detailed review of procurement management processes and
identify areas for improvement. Gather functional requirements for
(34) Holistic and integrated
procurement management software and conduct a fit-gap
procurement process
analysis to identify capabilities of existing software to meet
procurement needs. Begin to implement enhancements to
existing software and / or procure new software.

(35) Establish reusable
master contracts

Establish terms for Master Service Agreements and Issue an
open request for procurement. Begin to select vendors.

(36) Improve rent
collection

Conduct a rent collection study and hire additional Housing
Assistants (HAs) to support the AMPs. In parallel, begin executing
repayment agreements. With HAs in place, reinstitute collection of
rent payments at Property/AMP Management Offices.

(37) Evaluate apartment
unit access

Complete review of lease terms around apartment entry and
review NYCHA’s legal right to enter an apartment to perform
maintenance and repairs. Begin to issue new lease agreements
to residents and incorporate new processes.

(38) Improve support of
legal processes

Create a Legal Services Working Group and hire specialized
staff. Determine if General Services can send legal notices and, if
so, implement. Create and conduct trainings for staff.

23
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The Next 12 Months…
IT Operations and Management
Accelerate capabilities that should allow IT to better support improved
business operations.

(39) Establish enterprise
data governance

(40) Enhance IT
Operations

(41) Better integrate the
business with IT

Establish a Chief Data Officer role and implement a data
stewards group. Define and socialize a governance model and
develop enterprise-wide data dictionary. In parallel, develop
defined processes and structured roles for the management of
information and data and establish data entry and data validation
controls. Begin to integrate software systems and closure of
legacy systems.

Adjust reporting to include how systems tie into business
functions, automate outage notifications, and develop a lessons
learned log and process. In parallel, assess IT’s current staffing
model and procurement process and enhance IT’s change
management capabilities for rollout of new IT solutions.
Additionally, implement preventive IT governance controls and
define approach and scope for the expansion of ServiceNow.

Establish an Office for Operational/Business Process Innovation
and develop plan for increased involvement of business units in
IT decision-making process. Develop training and change
management process to support IT implementation and create a
dedicated UAT group.

Core Process, System and Tool Changes
Tactical changes targeting various parts of NYCHA to improve specific sets
of tasks.

(42) Maximo functionality
enhancements

Establish project charter with IT PMO and engage selected end
users to validate priority improvement areas and establish crossfunctional Project Steering Committee. Define business
requirements and begin to design, develop, implement, and test
requirements.

(43) Enhance
recertification process

Improve ongoing tech support for front-line staff, hire specialized
staff to assist with recertifications, and generate monthly late
recertification reports. Additionally, conduct a usability study of
the system and renegotiate the kiosk contract. Identify
Community-Based Organizations to provide support to residents
for completion of recertifications.

(44) Improve customer
data management
practices

Define and implement strategy for customer data collection and
refresh. Leverage Customer Contact Center interaction data and
commence expanded use Siebel. In parallel, begin to capture and
maintain communication preferences for residents.

(45) Develop a capital
planning prioritization
system

Identify relevant stakeholders to achieve consensus on process
and prioritization criteria. Purchase or develop a system and
begin to test functionality of capital planning process and system
and revise as necessary.

(46) Develop a capital
request process for
Operations

Develop a draft process with relevant stakeholders and
implement pilot program and revise process. Develop and
implement training curriculum for involved resources on new
process.
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Breakdown by
Opportunity Initiative

Foundational Needs
Foundational practices and processes to be established, staffed, and operational within the
first 3 months. They should be operational from the onset of NYCHA’s transformation to
enable successful implementation of initiatives to follow.

Approach to Transformation – Foundational Needs
In order for the initiatives and their individual projects to be successful, NYCHA needs to establish an executive structure that will oversee and
support the execution of the work that is required.
Foundational needs are not intended to be permanent. They should exist only to support the continued efforts required to implement the
transformation program and the projects that have been agreed upon. Foundational needs have been identified based on industry leading
transformational program practices, predominantly in accordance with the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK).

Transformational Program Management
Create a dedicated transformational program structure under which all change projects will operate, including a specific program
management office that will support the aspects of a transformational program, including tracking progress, issues, and risks;
manage timelines; maintaining alignment between individual projects; and establishing and tracking plans to allocate financial and
human capital resources required to execute on the objectives of the transformational program

Transformational Governance Framework

Transformational Change Management

Create and apply a set of decision making and oversight criteria
that will provide direction and help resolve issues for
transformational projects – e.g., Steering Committee

Supports the staff through effective change management
practices that should increase comfort and adoption with the
changes associated with each project
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Transformational Program Management
Given the number and scope of the opportunity initiatives, NYCHA is going to require
a new transformation program management structure to manage all of the resources,
priorities, progress, communications, issues, and risks associated with it. With so
many moving parts and anticipated concurrent and interdependent work efforts,
coordination of the required resources and alignment of communications will be
critical to focus each participant on the factors that will most critically require their
individual attention.

PMBOK
Program
management
methodology

PMBOK Project
management
methodology

PMBOK
TOOLKIT

Governance

Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO)
Staffing: Dedicated staff will likely be required to support all of the opportunity initiatives
that may be in progress at the same time across the Authority

Scope
management

Budget
management

Schedule

Role: Defines and maintains standards for NYCHA program and project management;
management
manages the transformation portfolio of projects by ensuring projects align with the NYCHA
objectives and guiding principles, monitors and reports on the progress of active projects and tracks performance against
NYCHA-defined metrics; provides status updates to executive leadership; manages project risks and issues

Resource
management

Quality
management

Risk
management

Schedule
management

Procurement
management

Sample Program Management framework

Roadmap Key Activities:
— Contract Management: It is expected that implementing the NYCHA transformation roadmap may result in multiple procurements, whether they
are through renegotiating existing contracts or contracting for new services or solutions. The EPMO would need to manage the contracts, service
level agreements, and performance of vendors
— Outreach and Communications: This will be necessary to articulate a consistent message of project outcomes. The purpose of these
communications is to help ensure that leaders, staff, residents, and other stakeholders are aligned on the status and outcomes of the
transformation itself
28
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Foundational Needs

Transformational Program Management
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

Establishment of an internal transformation program office to manage the aspects of changes
described by the opportunity initiatives identified to increase target maturity of NYCHA’s
capabilities. Includes establishment and resourcing of a dedicated team who will create and
uphold project management standards and processes:
— Chartering the program and its enterprise program management office (EPMO), including
goals, reporting, and expectations
— Identifying and staffing for the skills required to manage a large complex transformation
program
— Establishing and operating a tracking and reporting cadence on progress, issues, and risks of
each opportunity initiative based on established and approved standards, including impacts
and dependencies between projects
— Managing the resource requirements and prioritization, including demands on scarce
knowledge and resources required across multiple projects

— Executive support and direction, delegating reasonable levels of authority to the
transformation program and its team
— Dedicated staff with appropriate mix of knowledge and experience required to
manage a large and complex transformation program
— Flexibility to evolve, starting with core essential project management needs to
help initiate projects and adding to standards, processes, and tools over time

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
Medium

High-level timeline
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25+

Transformational program
management

6

Timeline

<6 Months

Create program charter
Cost

Establish the program management
team

High

Establish the Enterprise Program
Management Office
Project resource management

Benefit
High

Risk
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Ongoing

High
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Transformational Governance Framework
Given the complexity and extensiveness of NYCHA’s transformation, governance is
essential. Without a proper governance structure in place, affecting change will likely
not be sustainable in its implementation and operational phases.

Executive
sponsors
Vision goals &
principles

This foundational requirement is focused on establishing the governance structure
and oversight processes for NYCHA‘s transformation program. The governance
structure will detail standards for project management, decision-making, change
management, issue escalation and resolution, as well as for tracking progress against
expectations. Note this is not “business as usual” governance, including the Board.

Steering Committee
Strategy
direction

Legal /
Compliance
working group

Executive Governance & Steering Committee
Membership: Departmental leadership or delegates able to make decisions on
behalf of their organizations; Note this is not the same as the “business as usual”
governance which includes the NYCHA Board

Program &
Project
Management

IT
Architectural
review board

Tactical
direction

External
Stakeholders

Role: Evaluate escalated issues from individual projects, make decisions on
strategic program elements, address cross-departmental implications
Metrics and Reporting

Business
participants

Rules & Operation
Enablement

Roadmap Key Activities: Review and approve proposed enterprise changes,
develop a change control process or sub-committee

Technical &
Architectural
participants

Charter & Structure

Sample governance framework

Legal & Compliance Workgroup
Membership: Chaired by the Compliance department, team includes policy, legal, and specialist representatives
Role: Identify and evaluate alternatives, and address policy barriers or challenges which restrict achievement of strategic goals
Roadmap Key Activities: Support project teams with policy issues and advise Executive Steering Committee on issues and planned mitigations
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Foundational Needs

Transformational Governance Framework
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

As a key adjunct to NYCHA’s transformational program office, the organization needs to establish
a clear set of responsibilities and roles for whom is empowered to make which decisions.
Establishing a governance framework specifically designed to define what types of reporting and
issues are to be escalated/delegated to the most appropriate levels could promote efficiency and
limit process bottlenecks.
— Establish guidelines and standards for each related governance body, and basic processes on
how projects are to be governed at each stage of their lifecycle
— Executive sponsorship and steering committees need to be established with clear
expectations established for their roles in directing the program and its individual projects
— Establish a Legal and Compliance Workgroup with a set of goals and expectations on how to
address policy and compliance issues
— Create a transformational funding plan for resources associated with the transformation

— Executive support and direction, delegating reasonable levels of authority to the
each aspect of the governance framework
— Flexibility to evolve, starting with core essential needs to make appropriate
decisions on early priorities and expanding governance standards, processes, and
tools over time

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity

High-level timeline

Medium
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25+

Transformational governance

6

Timeline

Establish governance standards

<6 Months

Establish an Executive Steering
Committee

Cost

Establish a Legal and Compliance
Workgroup

Medium

Project funding management
Benefit
Low

Risk
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Ongoing

High
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Transformational Change Management
The cumulative scope of recommended opportunity initiatives is anticipated to have a
extremely significant impact on NYCHA employees. In order for these changes to be
successful, staff have to understand and support changes as having a positive impact on
NYCHA as a whole and them personally as well.
Comprehensive change management processes and procedures will likely be necessary
for the organization and its staff to understand and be prepared for all of the complex
changes required to support the transformation. Organizational Change Management
provides a framework for identifying and mitigating risks and challenges associated with
changes to people, processes, policy, technology, and organizational structure.

Change in
Organizational
Culture
Creation of New
Positions
Redeployment of
Positions to New
Locations

Updates to
Existing Jobs

Change Management Team
Creation of New
Capabilities

Membership: Representatives from across the organization
Role: Understand staff perspectives and barriers to adoption of change, and
reinforce positive messages of change
Roadmap Key Activities: Establish a set of mechanisms for regular
feedback and employee and resident engagement

Communications
and Change
Requirements
Labor Union
Review and
Agreements

Creation of New
Organizational
Units
Training and
Learning Paths

Increased
Automation
Creation of New
Roles (Job
Functions)

Simplification of
Existing Tasks

Example Change Management
Considerations
32
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Foundational Needs

Transformational Change Management
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

NYCHA’s transformation program will need to support both senior leadership and staff through a
significant amount of change. While there are opportunity initiatives aimed at changing the
organizational design and culture over a period of time, there are shorter term changes which
people will need to understand. Gaining support for the program as a whole and each of its
projects will require an ongoing change management team which is aware of implementation
timelines, impacts, and risks and can proactively help build support and acceptance.
— Developing a change management plan will consider all of the projects in the roadmap, their
respective timing, and the parts of the NYCHA team and stakeholders who will be impacted.
The plan will articulate anticipated stakeholder engagement approaches to support multiple
changes at once.
— Ongoing change management support will execute against the plan and adapt in response to
direct feedback from staff and stakeholders

— Executive support, for an environment of culture change and willingness to
engage with staff to help prepare for required changes
— Flexibility to evolve, starting with an initial plan of stakeholder engagement to
prepare for change and adopting approaches based on staff feedback and
observed responses

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Moderate
M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27+

Transformational change
management

6

Timeline

Develop a project change management
plan

<6 Months

Provide project change management
Cost
Medium

Benefit
Low

Risk
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Ongoing

High
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Strategic Planning and
Oversight
Address core planning improvements and build better cross-departmental frameworks to
improve overall alignment of functions and coordination across teams at NYCHA.

Strategic Planning and Oversight

Reimagining the organizational construct
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to restructure the highly fragmented current organizational construct while
addressing gaps in accountability and aligning better with the way services are delivered is critical
to the transformation of NYCHA. This initiative is multi-faceted and includes:
— Establishing the executive governance model – CEO, Chairman, COO
— Designing the enterprise target operating model
— Enabling a more integrated working model – including integration between Central Office and
field operations
— Function specific organization design, including defining roles and responsibilities
Reimagining the organizational design could allow NYCHA to remove ingrained cultural
siloes and barriers, position customer experience and service at the core of the model,
improve interactions and relationships with residents, and establish accountability.

— Full structure redesign, including the executive level (Chairman, GM C-Suite
equivalent positions)
— Strong leadership mobilization and buy-in from internal and external stakeholders
— Addressing culture barriers to realizing an organizational redesign, including
removing cultural silos when applicable
— Including the resident journey at the center of the design
— Expansion of a supervisory layer and coordination roles to enable a
decentralization/regional cluster model
— Sustaining transformation and strategic priorities through the change
— Broader flexibility in work allocation / assignments and close engagement with
labor representatives
— Pair changes with a renewed approach to talent strategy (recruiting)

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity

High-level timeline

Very High
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Reimagining the organizational construct
Establish executive leadership structure

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Design target operating model
Develop high level Org Design principles
and vision for service delivery
Develop high level TOM/Macro Org Design

Cost

Create interaction maps
Service delivery model validation

High

Facilitate design integration workshops
Determine in-house/outsource approach
Function specific detailed Org Design

Benefit

Competency model and expectations
Roles and responsibilities

High

Assess work-sizing and span of control
Role to position mapping
Organization transition support

Risk

Enable talent transition and development

35

HR service delivery model review
Leadership growth
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Ongoing

High
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Strategic Planning and Oversight

Establish an asset management strategy
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to introduce a NYCHA-wide asset management strategy, NYCHA-wide Strategic
Asset Management Plan (SAMP), and associated asset class-level Asset Management Plans
(AMPs*) involves providing an overview of NYCHA’s operating context and asset portfolio,
defining the asset management objectives and investment decision-making criteria, and
describing the approach to developing AMPs and the resources (human, financial, and other)
required to deliver against the plans.

— Establishing an asset management strategy must be supported with significant
and sustained effort to help ensure its intent is enacted throughout NYCHA and
enables tangible and measurable results

An asset management plan applies a holistic approach to assets, which can reduce wholelife costs and improve alignment between maintenance expectations and outcomes.

— To maintain continuity and address issues arising from short-term thinking, the
asset management plans must be maintained by NYCHA leadership, members of
the Board, and other key stakeholders over the long-term, regardless of
leadership changes
— Introducing changes to people, process, and technology in an environment prone
to constant change will require careful planning and execution for a successful
transition and adoption across the organization

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

* Note that Asset Management Plans as described in the roadmap are not consistent with HUD's definition of an Asset
Management Project.

Complexity
High-level timeline

Very High
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Establish an asset management
strategy

+

Timeline

25+
Months

Develop operating context and asset
portfolio overview
Define objectives and investment
decision-making criteria
Cost

Develop the asset management policy
and SAMP

Very High

Detail Asset Management Plan (AMPs)
writing approach
Benefit

Develop the asset-class level AMPs

Very High

Define delivery resources (human,
financial, etc.)
Risk
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Ongoing

High
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Strategic Planning and Oversight

Establish an enterprise communications strategy
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to establish an enterprise communications strategy for NYCHA would consist of
developing a comprehensive audience-focused communication strategy. This strategy would
include defining the target message, target audience, target communication channels, and
communication preferences while incorporating feedback from residents. The strategy would also
include adopting design-thinking principles when creating NYCHA communications materials and
using process analysis and key performance indicators to assess the effectiveness of the
communications strategy and recalibrate as needed.

— Focusing on audience engagement when reassessing communication styles,
frequency, and staff roles and responsibilities for the communications strategy

Executing a cohesive communication strategy and “rebranding” presents an opportunity
to improve stakeholder trust in NYCHA through greater transparency and targeting of
messaging, and creating a clear, proactive narrative about NYCHA that audiences can
connect to.

— Obtaining resident feedback/input on communication preferences and
incorporating feedback into the communications plan/strategy

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Resources to develop the enterprise communication strategy and to perform the
Social Media function
— Continual assessment of communication styles and messages to assess the
strategy’s effectiveness

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

— Support (internal or external) for developing communications/campaigns/creative
materials
Complexity

High-level timeline

Very High
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Establish an enterprise
communications strategy
Survey residents on communication
preferences

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Create a consolidated communications
map
Cost

Create a communications strategy

High

Assess staffing needs within the
Department of Communications
Create style guide and communications
toolkit

Benefit

Very High

Establish a Social Media function
Create targeted marketing campaigns
for NYCHA initiatives

Risk
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Moderate

Ongoing
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Strategic Planning and Oversight

Addressing the culture change
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative involves a series of actions focused on fostering a culture of performance through
employee and team empowerment, development, and recognition to embrace change, including:
— Engage executives around a common vision and culture for NYCHA
— Promote, structure, and monitor workplace inclusiveness and ethics
— Develop opportunities and skills for teaming and collaboration
— Launch an engaging, easy to use employee recognition program
— Stand up a dedicated change leadership team and change framework
— Establish and coordinate a change champions network
— Devise a strategy and plan to re-engage field staff organization
Addressing the employee morale, disconnect from residents, and decreasing
organizational credibility could contribute to dismantling roadblocks to transformation.

— Visible executive sponsorship of initiative – including leadership buy-in and a
commitment to change
— Clear organizational vision and purpose to guide the change
— Addressing current operating model and organizational design
— Taking action to address employee morale as part of the culture change to
influence service delivery effectiveness
— Extensive engagement of employees in the field by central office to obtain
feedback for action
— Enhanced workplace ethics monitoring and thorough follow-up on complaints
— Scaled-up learning and development capabilities to deliver training needs

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment
High

Complexity

High-level timeline

Medium
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25+

Addressing the culture change

Timeline

Set up work ethics hotline and support
functions

24

13-24
Months

Vision and executive alignment
Expand the employee engagement scope
and team

Cost

Change leadership team stand up

Medium

Workplace inclusiveness roadshow
Expanded field site visits for Central
Office staff

Benefit
High

Form "change champions" network
Field staff engagement strategy
Launch "culture of collaboration"
campaign

Risk

38

Performance recognition program
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Strategic Planning and Oversight

Make performance tracking and management more systematic
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to establish performance tracking and management for all NYCHA employees
would consist of:

— Defining clear performance management guidelines, processes, and goals
for impacted positions

— Increasing the frequency, discipline, and regularity of performance reviews for the roles already
entitled to performance review;

— Obtaining buy-in from labor representatives on an effective performance
management process

— Continuing discussions with labor representatives on the opportunity and options to introduce
some minimal standard for performance evaluation for non-managerial staff; and

— Providing training/coaching to secure management buy-in and to help ensure
that performance evaluations are conducted consistently

— Providing additional training and ongoing coaching to participants on the benefits of performance
evaluations, providing feedback, and receiving feedback.

— Using data to monitor performance trends across resources and determine priority
capability gaps

Providing a framework to guide performance improvement gives NYCHA an opportunity to
drive increased accountability across the organization, demonstrate consistency in
employee management, and document critical performance observations.

— Implementation of enhanced training management and learning delivery

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

— HR resources to implement the components and sub-components of this
opportunity and to monitor and manage the program after implementation
Complexity

High-level timeline

Medium
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Make performance tracking and
management more systematic

Timeline

18

6-12
Months

Reassess existing policies and
procedures
Engage labor representatives on
performance reviews for civil service staff
Strengthen the existing performance
review process and deploy new
processes NYCHA-wide

Cost
Low

Provide incentives for performance review
completion
Create clearly defined performance
management guidelines, processes, and
goals for all staff

Benefit
High

Develop and provide training and ongoing
coaching
Develop and deploy an enterprise-wide
awareness and learning campaign about
the program

Risk
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Strategic Planning and Oversight

Establish continuous improvement / transformation office
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative is focused on establishing a mechanism (i.e., office with the appropriate authority) to
continually identify processes to improve the effectiveness and integration within and across
organization units. A Chief Effectiveness Officer (or similar) should be identified or hired to lead
this office. Elements for this function would include establishing a scope for the office, identifying
necessary adjustments and updates in policies and procedures, identifying new approaches and
good practices to implement across NYCHA, and developing and monitoring metrics to actively
benchmark against peer organizations.

— Open communication and collaboration within and across departments and
functions at NYCHA is key to this function being effective

Establishing a continuous improvement/transformation office could enable NYCHA’s
transformation efforts by shifting the current “firefighting” mentality and approach to a
more strategic mindset focused on improvements to day-to-day operations.

— A commitment to improvement and innovation throughout NYCHA is important
for realizing the full benefits of this centralized function

— Clear establishment of goals and priorities for this office

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Empowerment from leadership as this office could interface and impact
programs across NYCHA
Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Establish continuous improvement /
transformation office

Q

Timeline

Establish the continuous improvement /
transformation office and Chief
Effectiveness Officer

Quick Win

Cost

Define processes and scope

Medium
Initiate ongoing initiatives within scope
Benefit
High

Risk
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Ongoing

High
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Human Resources and
Staff Support
Develops and implements strategies to support NYCHA staff and enhance the overall
workforce and employee experience.

Human Resources and Staff Support

Enable a robust and proactive approach to workforce planning
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to establish more active workforce planning at NYCHA would consist of analyzing
the current state organizational structure and staffing models by unit, and assessing critical known
talent gaps and hard-to-fill positions. Additionally, the opportunity involves implementing changes
to current practice to create a more structured and integrated workforce planning policy and
approach that improves planning and communication between all of the involved teams and
external partners, and aligns with the appropriate budget.

— Buy-In and participation from external partners, such as DCAS

Enabling a more robust and proactive approach to workforce planning could allow NYCHA
to stay ahead of the operational needs and, in turn, improve productivity and service
delivery.

— Confirmation that procurement requirements for a Human Capital Management
system align with NYCHA’s target state

— Accountability for end-to-end actions assigned to Human Resources
— Active participation from internal stakeholders to improve understanding of
workforce needs and staffing allocation

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Identification and allocation of HR liaisons, including an assessment of resources
Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

— Procurement of an HCM system to streamline business processes (*dependency
also found in the enhance hiring initiative)

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Enable a more robust and proactive
approach to workforce planning

+

Timeline

25+
Months

Assess current resource gaps and
workforce planning pain points
Establish internal standing workforce
planning meetings
Cost

Establish standing workforce planning
meetings with external partners

High

Establish HR liaisons to support
business units with workforce planning
Provide managerial training on
workforce planning analysis

Benefit

Develop internal and external talent
pipeline programs

Very High

Complete procurement of a Human
Capital Management system*

Risk
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Human Resources and Staff Support

Enhance hiring and recruiting practices
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to enhance hiring and recruiting practices at NYCHA would consist of adopting
creative and proactive approaches to hiring staff that still comply with civil service requirements,
when applicable, and establishing a more active and integrated recruiting and hiring approach that
improves planning and communication between all of the involved teams, including Budget,
Human Resources, individual business units, and external stakeholders.

— Resources (internal or external) for developing and deploying marketing campaigns

Investing in human capital is a mechanism for improving productivity, meeting service
delivery requirements, and enhancing the public image of NYCHA.

— Buy-in and participation from external partners to support immediate hiring needs
— Identification and allocation of HR liaisons, including an assessment of resources

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Improved collaboration between HR and business units by providing training on the
hiring process, and inclusion of HR early in the planning for large-scale hiring initiatives
— Confirmation that procurement requirements for a Human Capital Management (HCM)
system align with NYCHA’s target state
— Procurement of an HCM system to streamline business processes (*dependency also

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

found in the workforce planning initiative)

High-level timeline

Complexity
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Enhance hiring and recruiting
practices
Reassess internal planning approach
between business units, Budget, and
HR for large-scale hiring initiatives
Establish standing workforce planning
meetings with external partners
Develop marketing strategy to address
hiring needs
Conduct hiring campaigns according to
defined strategy
Complete a salary analysis
Establish HR liaisons to support
business units with hiring process
Provide training to business units on
hiring process
Establish yearly recruiting budgets for
business units
Complete procurement of a Human
Capital Management system

High

+

Timeline

25+
Months

Cost
Very High

Benefit
Very High

Risk
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Human Resources and Support Staff

Implementing a Return to Work program
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to implement a Return to Work (RTW) program focuses on the goal of returning
injured employees to the workplace on a “light-duty” or “modified” work schedule that affords
benefits to both NYCHA and the employees. This strategy would include researching applicable
federal and state employment laws, negotiating collective bargaining agreements, and evaluating
NYCHA’s job descriptions.

— Requires changes to the Collective Bargaining Agreements that include the
terms and conditions of employment, work rules, and policies and procedures

NYCHA could retain valued employees, reduce the need to hire temporary workers, and
reduce the costs for insurance while retaining skills and experience.

— Requires buy-in from NYCHA’s approximately 26 unions

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Alignment with any broader organizational and/or operational changes in
departmental units
— Approved written procedures outlining the steps that will be followed from the
moment an injury occurs until the employee returns to the workplace

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

High
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Implementing a Return to Work
program
Research applicable Federal and State
employment laws

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Negotiate Collective Bargaining
Agreements
Cost

Evaluate NYCHA job descriptions

Low

Develop Return to Work program
policies and procedures
Create and conduct trainings

Benefit
Very High

Risk

44

Confidential

Ongoing

High

43

Enhance workplace safety
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative to enhance workplace safety involves a series of measures focused on improving
safety at NYCHA’s developments, including:

Human Resources and Staff Support

 Installation of improved lighting on NYCHA grounds. Lighting should consider seasonal
requirements such as working in winter and safety of all pedestrians on the grounds;
 Installation of security equipment. The installation of security cameras is a deterrent to
vandalism and violence on NYCHA grounds.
 Assets must be fit-for-purpose. Entrance doors should be resistant to vandalism and should
not require a key to exit; and
 Increased police presence to deter vandalism and violence through the strengthening of the
existing MOU with the NYPD.
Enhancing safety at NYCHA’s developments could enable operational efficiencies by
reducing the amount of time, resources, and money spent on repairing items due to
vandalism, and could increase the quality of life for residents and NYCHA staff.

 The install locations (to provide good coverage and deter tampering with
camera equipment) and number of cameras installed could influence the
effectiveness of the security equipment in enhancing workplace safety

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

 The location and number of lighting points impacts their effectiveness
 Funding for the purchasing of security equipment identified through the
assessment
 Engaging NYPD on opportunities to strengthen current practices and
supplement the physical changes at the site (e.g., lighting, cameras)
 Selection of products designed must be fit-for-purpose to withstand
tampering/vandalism attempts

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
Medium

High-level timeline
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Enhance workplace safety
Assessment to identify overall security
needs (lighting, cameras, securing front
doors, etc.)
Prepare brief for lighting and security
designs

Cost
Very High

Procure security and lighting equipment

Benefit
Install lighting on NYCHA grounds

High

Install security on NYCHA grounds

Risk

Strengthen MOU with NYPD

45

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

44

Human Resources and Staff Support

Structure and develop internal employee engagement capabilities
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to structure and develop internal employee engagement capabilities would
consist of creating a strategic plan outlining NYCHA’s vision for employee engagement and key
initiatives and staffing needs to deliver on that vision. The opportunity also consists of forming a
change champion network in addition to establishing other regular employee engagement
initiatives and staff/leadership feedback forums.

— Aligning employee engagement practices to NYCHA’s vision, goals, and key
priorities

Increasing involvement of employees in the transformation process should lead to a
motivated workforce and foster a culture of collaboration that values new ideas and
creative ways of working.

— Establishing a committed employee engagement team through existing and/or
additional resources and aligning the team closer to other HR functions

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Leveraging the existing employee engagement committee
— Buy-in and clear accountability for employee engagement activities
— Communicating clearly with employees, providing acknowledgement,
promoting success stories, and recognizing exceptional employee contributions

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Structure and develop internal
employee engagement capabilities

Timeline

18

6-12
Months

Create an employee engagement
strategic plan
Cost

Expand and develop the employee
engagement team

Low

Form a change champion network
Benefit

Deploy the strategic plan and establish
regular employee engagement
practices and staff feedback forums

High

Establish a mentorship program

Risk

46

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Human Resources and Staff Support

Alternative work schedule realignment
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative involves convening a workgroup to review the Alternative Work Schedule (AWS)
implementation by surveying the properties, conducting site visits, and completing an analysis to
address the issues reported and unintended operational impact under the current plan. The
workgroup could be tasked to address duplication of role types during shifts, omission of role
types during shifts, and over-under staffing caused by overlapping shifts.

— Engaging staff at the development to help ensure that the final solution has staff
support and takes into account their day-to-day operational needs

Reviewing the potential unintended consequences of the AWS program on resources at
the developments should address staff morale and resourcing concerns that have
impacted service delivery.

— Buy-in from leadership and external stakeholders to implement adjustments
and future proposals for AWS on a timeframe that allows for adjustments and
minimal impacts to SLAs at developments

— Leadership and external stakeholder support to make adjustments to staffing
plans, including hiring of additional resources

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

— Sufficient frontline staff resources to fully realize the benefits of AWS. This
includes the right mix of titles, adequate supervision on each shift, and leave
coverage.
Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

AWS realignment

12

Timeline

6-12
Months

Convene a workgroup to review staffing
duplication and gaps under AWS
Survey the properties
Cost
Conduct site visits

Low
Perform assessment of current AWS
implementation to address issues
reported via surveys and site visits

Benefit
Very High

Risk

47

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Human Resources and Staff Support

Enhance training management and delivery
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to enhance training management and delivery at NYCHA would consist of
identifying an organization-wide learning and development strategy by assessing business needs,
audience needs, and current learning and development operations. This strategy would include
conducting an inventory of existing training materials, identifying gaps in training courses and
options, and developing a plan to address these gaps through new courses either developed inhouse or outsourced.

— Resources to complete a current state assessment of all training offerings and
develop learning paths for each position

Fostering and facilitating a culture of continuous learning and performance improvement
should improve overall operations at NYCHA by enabling employees to feel engaged,
prepared, and committed to not only their individual success, but also the success of the
entire NYCHA organization.

— Reassessment of Learning and Development's capability and role at NYCHA to
develop and deliver training (e.g., direct provider or management of third-party
providers)
— Diversity of training delivery methods with a focus on providing digital
experiences and micro-learning programs
— Procurement of a Learning Management System aligned to the agreed upon
strategy (i.e., requirements meet the target operating state)

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

— Budget for training development or procurement of off-the-shelf or third-party
materials
Complexity
High-level timeline

Very High
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Enhance training management and
delivery

24

Timeline

13-24
months

Facilitate workshops to understand
organization-wide learning objectives
Catalogue and analyze existing training
materials
Cost

Identify list of training needs

Very High

Assess design and delivery
mechanisms for training
Establish role-specific learning paths

Benefit

Complete procurement of a Learning
Management System

Very High

Define and evaluate learning and
development outcomes

Risk

48

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate
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Asset Management
Operations
Focuses on improving key aspects of specialized asset management services to improve
service delivery to residents.

Asset Management Operations

Strategic materials / parts selection
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to adopt strategic materials/parts selection involves selecting parts known to be
more fit-for-purpose (i.e., robust and tamperproof) to withstand repeated harsh use, and then
selecting and implementing the new materials/parts at the developments. This would include
conducting an assessment to determine what parts are being used at developments and
researching industry standards to compile a list of materials/parts used by other facilities known to
encounter heavy use.

— Research industry standards to identify materials / parts improvements,
particularly for materials / parts that require frequent replacement (e.g., front doors
and front door locks / cylinders)

Strategic materials/parts selection could enable NYCHA to operate as an efficient and
effective landlord by selecting parts with increased longevity to decrease the need for
repeated repairs.

— Collaboration with Procurement to help ensure vendors and suppliers are able
to supply required materials / parts

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Identify fit-for-purpose parts best able to serve the needs of NYCHA’s
developments (e.g., correct replacement parts for appliances)
Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+
24

Strategic materials/parts selection

Timeline
13-24
Months

Conduct an internal assessment to
determine what materials / parts could
be more fit-for-purpose
Cost

Research similar facilities for potential
industry standard materials

Low

Select and procure parts with increased
longevity to decrease repeated repairs

Benefit

Begin using new materials / parts at
developments

Very High

Risk

50

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Asset Management Operations

Operations resource analysis and benchmarking
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative assesses the true staffing needs of the organization via a benchmarking activity,
which includes:

— Development of a stakeholder communications plan for both internal and
external stakeholders due to the sensitivity of the evaluation

— Performing a bottom-up resource analysis that takes into account funding constraints, existing
and anticipated future work order backlogs, typical task durations for work orders, etc.

— Comprehensive evaluation will be needed so that the long term stewardship of
the asset is considered against all forecast likely constraints (such as budget)
given the realities of current operating conditions (e.g., actual asset condition,
existing back log of work orders, additional activities required for safety and
compliance, etc.)

— Considering both short-term and long-term resource requirements to close the work order
backlog, with potential use of supplemental resources in the short-term, and determination of
steady-state resource requirements in the long-term to respond to typical work order quantities
— Reviewing possible efficiencies that could be gained through the use of teams or crews with
multiple skilled trades, or allowing maintenance personnel to perform additional duties that do
not require sequencing of some work orders
This assessment should enable NYCHA to address operational gaps and pain points, and
improve the staff experience and service delivery to residents.

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment

— Funding to support the outcomes of the assessment – it is critical that current
staffing levels are not used as a baseline
— Alignment with Workforce Planning initiative – conduct an overall workforce
analysis to identify gaps, reporting structure changes, and skillsets needed

Moderate

Complexity

— Thoughtful implementation planning of other opportunities (e.g., workforce
planning, hiring and recruiting) will be needed to address the outcomes

High

High-level timeline

18

Timeline
M5

M6

M7

M8

6-12
Months

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Operations resource analysis and
benchmarking
Determine and agree on core and non-core
business functions

Cost
Medium

Conduct bottom up assessment of staffing
numbers/type to meet all relevant
performance guidelines
Research peers and private management
companies for resource allocations

Benefit
High

Resource alignment for core and non-core
functions
Update policies, plans, and strategies to
reflect the resourcing decisions

Risk

51

Confidential

Ongoing

High
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Warranty tracking and enforcement
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to track and enforce warranties involves enforcing and improving the tracking of
warranty information in Maximo and training across NYCHA for warranty document retention and
protocols.

— Successful software system enhancements require end user engagement and
input on functional requirements

Asset Management Operations

Tracking warranty details closely should ultimately reduce unnecessary maintenance
performed at NYCHA’s expense.

— Initial and ongoing training of end users is important for software system
enhancements to increase and maintain awareness of changes and new protocols
— Improved system controls to help ensure warranty data is always available and
accessible
— Implementation of a feedback loop to Capital Projects regarding prioritization of
work that could have the potential to void warranties

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

— Explore more favorable warranty terms from contractors
Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Warranty tracking and enforcement

12

Timeline

6-12
Months

Identify current warranty information
stored in Maximo
Identify the types of assets for which
warranty information should be
collected
Deploy teams into the field to collect
warranty information for key assets

Cost
Low

Upload warranty information into
Maximo and tag to asset
Benefit

Educate staff on warranty document
retention and protocols

Very High

Risk

52

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Improve waste management
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to improve waste management practices would include the installation of gates,
exploring use of fixed window screens (or the like) to deter illegal dumping of waste, and
additional training for caretaker staff on effective waste removal practices.

— Capital funding or another source of funding could be needed to address
upgrades

Asset Management Operations

Improving waste management practices could improve NYCHA’s ability to operate as an
efficient and effective landlord by reducing maintenance, safety, and vermin issues, and
improving performance against PHAS KPIs.

— Changes in behavior among development staff in charge of waste, cleaning, and
grounds maintenance will require awareness and training associated with
improved practices

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

— Outreach to residents on improved practices and quickly showing results
Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32+

Improve waste management

12

Timeline
6-12
Months

Install bollards or gates at the
developments
Install fixed window screens (or the like)
at the developments
Cost

Additional waste management training
for Caretaker X staff

Medium

Benefit
Moderate

Risk

53

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Asset Management Operations

Materials / parts standardization
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to replace the current practice of procuring materials and parts with standardized
materials and parts includes conducting a review of each common part and material selected;
consider standard parts within the core asset management strategy, which emphasizes the root
cause of maintenance issues; consider the full lifecycle of the part needs, ensure extended
warranties are available for parts and materials where applicable to further reduce maintenance
costs; and source tamperproof parts and materials (where applicable) to further reduce
maintenance frequency and costs.

— Identify parts and materials that are commonly available, available in the longer
term, and compatible with the Asset Management Plans (to be developed)

Materials and parts standardization should reduce the tools and equipment types
necessary for undertaking repairs and improve per unit cost due to economies of scale.

— Parts and materials must be good quality and fit-for-purpose
— Clear assessment of value to compare increased costs of high quality parts and
materials with extended warranties against the savings from the expected lifespan
of the parts, the reduction in costs associated with the over or under ordering of
parts not used due to commonality, and the simplified logistics and warehousing
with fewer types of parts and materials to manage

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32 M33+

Materials / parts standardization

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Prepare inventory of parts required
Research materials/ parts designed for
heavy use and tamper proof

Cost

Select material/part specifications
compatible with relevant infrastructure
systems

Low

Finalize material/part specification
selections

Benefit
High

Procure selected materials / parts from
vendors with extended warranties
Risk

Phase-in new parts/materials into
central and de-centralized store rooms

54

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

53

Asset Management Operations

Improve budgeting process for AMPs
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to improve the budgeting process for the AMPs would consist of realigning holistic
planning, accountability, and the budget development function to the property/AMP level. This
initiative would include identifying AMPs for a pilot program, developing processes for identifying
property based needs requests, and completing an initial property assessment.

— Realignment of property management structure to move decision-making authority
to the property level as well as the accountability for meeting performance standards

More localized control at the AMP level should increase the sense of ownership from the
property management staff and provide a more accurate projection of property-based
needs.

— Alignment of the pilot with the annual budget cycle planning process for NYCHA

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Low

— Revisions to the annual budget planning process to include the new procedures
— Alignment with Workforce Planning initiative – necessary training and
processes need to be in place to help with budgeting process for resources
— Updates to information systems to facilitate the changes in the annual budget
planning process

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

— Requires that property managers be trained/proficient in developing budgetary
projections for the AMPs
Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Improve budgeting process for AMPs

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Identify AMPs for pilot program
Develop processes for identifying
needs requests
Cost

Complete initial property assessments

Low

Identify and assess current programs
and services
Create and conduct trainings

Benefit

Regularly collect and evaluate
information

High

Set-up “Advisory Functions” or liaison
roles

Risk

55

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate
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Resident Engagement
Strategies and new approaches to connecting with residents to facilitate increased
participation among residents and shared ownership of outcomes with NYCHA.

Resident Engagement

Finalize development / standardize Healthy Homes and EH&S functions
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This opportunity to finalize the planning and development of the functions of the Healthy Homes
Departments involves developing a comprehensive set of governance documentation and
expanding the use of KPIs and reporting capabilities. Additionally, prior to documentation, a
working group consisting of representatives from all Healthy Homes Departments, EH&S,
Operations, Compliance, and QA should clearly establish roles and responsibilities related to all
environmental health and safety functions.

— Clear definition of roles and related expectations within the departments
— Key stakeholder participation and consensus on roles and responsibilities
related to all environmental health and safety functions

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— A stable organizational structure is needed for stakeholders to document
processes and interactions between various divisions and departments accurately

This opportunity could help identify and eliminate overlaps, gaps, and bottlenecks in
existing processes, and provide the ability to examine the relatively new operations related
to EH&S and Agreement compliance to enhance the impact of these departments across
the organization.

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Finalize development of and
standardize Healthy Homes and
EH&S functions

12

Timeline

6-12
Months

Expand Internal Audit oversight
Define department strategy, roles, and
responsibilities in relation to the overall
NYCHA organization

Cost
Medium

Develop governance documentation
Assess and develop NYCHA systems
and KPIs

Benefit
Very High

Risk

57

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

56

Support resident health and wellbeing
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative is focused on integrating resident wellbeing in NYCYHA-wide initiatives, including
daily operations. This includes:

— Clear establishment of goals and priorities for incorporating resident health and
wellbeing across NYCHA

— Identifying work order and maintenance issues that have the potential to impact resident
health and wellbeing, and providing educational materials and/or referrals to health services
for impacted residents

— Leadership buy-in is critical to the success of this opportunity; it requires the
adoption of a new approach to resident health and wellbeing when developing
each policy and/or procedure

— Incorporating the element of resident health and wellbeing into each action plan to address the
impact of structural and maintenance issues on resident health

— One-on-one training for staff at the developments on how to communicate and
work with residents as these staff have frequent interactions with residents

Resident Engagement

This represents an opportunity for NYCHA to improve resident health and wellbeing.

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Support resident health and
wellbeing

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Develop a plan to integrate resident
wellbeing across NYCHA
Cost

Develop and implement a social
services strategy

Medium

Develop and implement a strategy to
provide additional training on social
services support

Benefit
High

Risk

58

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

57

Resident Engagement

Support increased resident engagement with NYCHA
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative is focused on the development of a high-level strategy and subsequent subopportunities to engage residents on an ongoing basis to involve them in the current ongoing and
future work of NYCHA. This includes:

— Building trust between residents and NYCHA staff is a complex issue that
should take time and effort to address

— Developing a Resident and NYCHA staff committee to act as an engagement committee
focused on piloting new initiatives and providing feedback

— Requires the development and implementation of new resident feedback
mechanisms to show residents how their feedback impacts decision making

— Exploring creative ways to increase resident engagement, including in resident elections
through the use of the MyNYCHA app

— Leadership support to engage residents and staff collaboratively and to
demonstrate a commitment to change

— In order to reach more residents, NYCHA must use a resident-centric approach

This represents an opportunity for NYCHA to improve the relationship and trust between
NYCHA and NYCHA residents.

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Support increased resident
engagement with NYCHA

24

Timeline

25 +
Months

Establish high-level strategy for
increased engagement
Develop a resident & NYCHA staff
committee
Cost

Reestablish Leased Housing resident
advisory group

Low

Develop and implement plan to
increase engagement for RAD
Develop and implement plan to
increase voting rate

Benefit

Develop and implement plan to enact
TPA agreements

Very High

Risk

59

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Establish a channel management strategy
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to establish a channel management strategy would consist of undertaking
initiatives to standardize options offered across channels, incorporating new and improving
existing channels according to resident/stakeholder preferences, and supporting the delivery of an
equitable and effective customer experience.

— Resources to undertake the development of a strategy and implement the project
components, including the introduction of new channels

Resident Engagement

Creating a service delivery model that takes into account resident feedback, preferences,
and needs should increase resident engagement and shared ownership of outcomes
between NYCHA and residents.

— Collaboration between the business units and IT

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Using a human-centered design approach so that channels are designed with
the end-user in mind
— Resident engagement and participation in the design process (e.g., surveys,
focus groups, providing feedback forums)
— Integrated data collection and continuous analysis on clear customer-focused
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Very High
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Establish a channel management
strategy

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Survey residents on communications
and channel preferences
Perform journey mapping
Cost
Conduct a channels assessment

Medium

Identification of business unit leads for
channels
Define strategy and roadmap for
increasing channels alignment

Benefit
Very High

Implement roadmap projects

Risk

60

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Resident Engagement

Develop customer-centric capabilities and mindset
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to develop customer-centric capabilities and mindset would consist of a number of
projects aimed at driving consistent and effective delivery of customer service at NYCHA, including:

— Resources committed to assessing customer service-related policies, procedures,
SLAs, and journey mapping

— Assessing customer service-related policies, procedures, and SLAs;
— Standardizing and consolidating intake channels and processes;
— Enhancing Siebel access to customer service-oriented/resident-facing departments to facilitate the
tracking of resident/NYCHA interactions; and
— Performing resident journey mapping to understand the resident experience in navigating various
customer service channels at NYCHA
Building trust between residents and NYCHA is key to a transformation; enhancing and
standardizing customer service across all channels and transactions is a tactical way to start
this process.

— Establishing end-to-end accountability from intake through resolution by
defining staff roles and responsibilities and using technology to facilitate interdepartment collaboration
— Including frontline staff in the process of assessing and developing customer
service practice changes
— Operational improvements keeping pace with front-end customer service
enhancements

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

— Alignment with NYCHA’s reorganization, enterprise communications, and channel
strategies
Complexity

High-level timeline

High
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Develop customer-centric
capabilities and mindset
Define customer experience goals and
strategy

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Perform resident journey mapping
Cost

Assess customer service-related
policies, procedures, and SLAs

Medium

Enhance Siebel access for customer
service/resident-facing departments
Improve customer service at the
property management offices

Benefit

Deploy a customer service marketing
campaign

High

Risk

61

Confidential

Ongoing

Low
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Resident Engagement

Establish a resident training strategy
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to establish a Resident Training Strategy is aimed at increasing resident participation
and understanding of provided trainings. This includes:

— Training structure and materials must be flexible in order to maximize training
attendance and engagement in the materials

— Developing resident training that is flexible not only in timing and location, but also in format to
accommodate different types of learners

— Involvement by HUD is necessary for Resident Leaders to feel comfortable with
the accuracy of the information

— Working with HUD or an authorized third party to ensure clarity around policy requirements
and increase Resident Leader participation and buy-in

— A feedback-based approach must be used to increase resident trust and improve
resident understanding of training materials

This represents an opportunity for NYCHA to improve the relationship and trust between
NYCHA and NYCHA residents.

— Current staff can implement this strategy with appropriate bandwidth; additional
staff may be necessary to deliver training or implement portions of the final
strategy

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Establish a resident training strategy

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Create and execute a resident training
strategy
Identify TPA Champions
Cost
Establish zone coordinator meetings

Low
Implement new flexible training options
Conduct TPA regulations training

Benefit
High

Institute feedback loop

Risk

62

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

61

Streamline eligibility function
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to streamline the eligibility function focuses on the goal of improving efficiencies
in both the Public and Leased Housing eligibility processes. The strategy would include
establishing self-service portal functionality for public housing applicants, increasing automated
verifications, conducting a feasibility study to introduce phone interviews, and merging eligibility
functions for public and leased housing programs.

— Alignment with HUD regulations to complete recertifications in a timely fashion

Resident Engagement

Cross training Housing Assistants to perform eligibility functions for both Public and
Leased Housing programs should increase operating efficiencies and increase capacity in
staff.

— Optimizing applicant processing may require the potential retraining or
reorganization of staff

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Low

— Fully deploying automation across eligibility processes to minimize manual
functions that lead to errors and delays in processing applicants
Strategic
Alignment

Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32+

Streamline eligibility function

Timeline
6-12
Months

Establish self-service portal
functionality for Public Housing
Applicants
Increase automated verification

Cost

Conduct feasibility study to introduce
phone interviews

Low

Merge eligibility functions for Public
and Leased Housing programs
Benefit
Moderate

Risk

63

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

62

Capital Project
Management
Focuses on improving the specific approaches to managing large scale capital projects.

Capital Project Management

Develop updated capital projects procedure manual
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative to complete the development of the CPD Manual involves documenting the end-toend capital process from the capital item request through asset turnover to Operations. This
process manual should outline relevant stakeholders, roles and responsibilities, meetings,
timeframes, documents, systems, templates, required approvals, and levels of authority. This
initiative also includes adding or revising existing policies and procedures for Design Standards
Update, Design Review Process, etc.

— Consensus from key NYCHA stakeholders prior to finalizing the manual to
address concerns about gaps in communication

This represents an opportunity for NYCHA to improve the documentation and
standardization of Capital Projects, including building consensus with Operations.

— Alignment with regulations and compliance agreements required to maintain
compliant operations

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Comprehensive understanding of new system (e-Builder) capabilities in order
to automate as many processes as possible
— A stable organizational structure is critical when documenting processes and
interactions between various divisions and departments

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25+

Develop updated capital projects
procedure manual

Q

Timeline

Consolidate information from process
stakeholders into draft manual

Quick Win

Develop & conduct training program
Cost
Low

Benefit
High

Risk

65

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

64

Capital Project Management

Project strategy documents
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative for CPD to develop project strategy documents involves developing a Project
Charter and/or Project Delivery Execution Plan (PDEP) for all capital projects and programs that
outlines relevant project information prior to the commencement of work.
— A Project Charter is the document that formally authorizes a project/program and helps ensure
consensus among stakeholders on high-level objectives and other information
— A PDEP includes detailed information on how the project will be delivered, including
information on timelines, cost, and organizational structure
This represents an opportunity to establish a common understanding among stakeholders
of project objectives, constraints, and other relevant criteria, and promote accountability
for project success across all related NYCHA divisions.

— Resource bandwidth for Project Managers to complete this step in the project
management process
— Standardization and training related to use of documents

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

— Emphasis from CPD leadership on accurate and timely completion of these
documents by staff
— Commitment from key NYCHA stakeholders to improve communication of
expectations

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26+

Project strategy documents

Q

Timeline

Define objectives for documents with
relevant stakeholders

Quick Win

Create document templates
Cost
Develop and conduct training program
Low

Benefit
High

Risk

66

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

65

Capital Project Management

Expanded use of Key Performance Indicators
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative involves CPD expanding its use of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) on capital
projects related to cost, schedule, quality, and safety. The CPD Analysis and Reporting
Department should develop a database of KPIs that tracks the performance of project
stakeholders, including designers, project managers, and other groups external to CPD that
impact capital projects.

— A clear data strategy to identify appropriate KPIs and how to leverage them for
continuous improvement

Effective use of detailed KPIs could help all involved parties in capital projects to be held
accountable for their performance and identify and address problem areas efficiently.

— Ensuring the availability and provision of accurate and timely data and
adherence to new processes established

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

— A comprehensive understanding of new system (e-Builder) capabilities should
be established before additional systems are considered and pursued
— Alignment with data governance initiatives and coordination with PTAD

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Expanded use of Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

Timeline

12

6-12
Months

Define data strategy, goals, and
objectives to select KPIs
Build/purchase/modify and test
systems to accommodate new KPIs
Cost

Train stakeholders on new processes

Medium

Benefit
High

Risk

67

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

66

Capital Project Management

Compliance and internal audit oversight on CPD
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to develop a comprehensive compliance and internal audit oversight of CPD would
involve compliance and internal audit working with the CPD QA Compliance Department to
determine an approach that would ensure appropriate coverage of the division and avoid overlaps
in reviews.

— Availability of resources within compliance and internal audit to provide
appropriate oversight to CPD

Introducing oversight from NYCHA parties external to CPD could provide an opportunity
for unbiased assessments and introduce new perspectives to CPD to improve current
practices.

— Minimizing overlap between the efforts of internal audit and compliance and the
existing CPD QA team to maximize the initiative’s impact

— Aligning Compliance’s and IA’s reviews with regulations and compliance
agreements to maximize impact on CPD’s practices

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26+

Compliance and internal audit
oversight on CPD

Q

Timeline

Define oversight responsibilities to
avoid overlaps with existing functions

Quick Win

Identify resource requirements and/or
recruit additional staff
Cost
Low

Benefit
Moderate

Risk

68

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

67

Capital Project Management

Separate quality and safety inspection team
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to separate quality and safety inspection teams involves the CPD Construction
Safety & Quality (CSQ) Department separating the duties of its field inspectors to focus
specifically on quality or safety and creating distinct inspection checklists. Additionally, training
curriculums, tools, and systems should be developed that only focus on either quality or safety.

— Availability and/or identification of qualified resources to separate the teams
to perform a sufficient number of reviews effectively

Separating quality and safety inspection teams could allow CSQ inspectors to focus in
more detail on either quality or safety and facilitate the further specialization or expertise
in these critical areas.

— Clear delineation of responsibilities based on qualifications

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Low

— Adequate training and certifications in quality and safety inspections to help
ensure that these critical areas are carried out appropriately and in accordance
with leading practices
Strategic
Alignment

Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Low
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Separate quality and safety
inspection team

Timeline

12

6-12
Months

Identify and document objectives and
job descriptions for new role(s)
Modify existing templates and
processes
Cost

Separate existing staff and recruit
additional personnel

Medium

Develop and implement a training
curriculum
Benefit

Moderate

Risk

69

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

68

Capital Project Management

Design team timekeeping
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative to incorporate design team timekeeping involves CPD tracking hours worked by
NYCHA Design staff on each internal design. CPD Design management should allocate a number
of anticipated hours to an internal design project during the planning phase, and design staff
should be responsible for managing to that budget accordingly. Additionally, the possibility of
procuring a new system or modifying NYCHA’s existing timekeeping system should be explored
to enable accurate timekeeping.

— Effective cost-benefit analysis and understanding of needs to determine
whether to modify the existing timekeeping system, develop a custom system, or
purchase a new system to enable design team timekeeping

Tracking the hours worked by NYCHA Design staff could allow CPD to better understand
and forecast internal designer workloads, strengthen designer accountability, and support
a cost-benefit analysis on performing designs with internal resources against external
resources.

Ratings

Overall
Priority

— Buy-in from labor unions, as needed, to implement design team timekeeping

Low

— Training impacted staff on the use of a new or modified system to help ensure
that timekeeping is performed accurately and consistently
Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Design team timekeeping

Timeline

12

6-12
Months

Develop a process for budgeting FTE
hours for each project
Perform a cost-benefit analysis around
ways to address the system need
Cost

Purchase/develop/modify and test the
new system

Medium

Train design team on functionality and
use of system
Benefit

Moderate

Risk

70

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

69

Capital Project Management

Dedicated scheduling team
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative for CPD to create a dedicated scheduling team would provide support to Project
Managers during the development, updating, and monitoring of construction schedules, as well as
review project progress. Additionally, the scheduling unit would develop and oversee an
Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), combining all projects in NYCHA’s capital portfolio into a single
schedule.

— Creating the appropriate business case and justification for the scheduling
team staff

Establishing a dedicated scheduling team could enable NYCHA to cultivate scheduling
subject matter expertise and hold stakeholders accountable for delivering projects on
schedule.

— Approval of and available funding for any additional resources to staff the
dedicated scheduling team

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

— Collaborating with Human Resources to identify the correct civil service title(s)
and recruit qualified personnel
Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Dedicated scheduling team

Timeline

12

6-12
Months

Define roles and responsibilities of
scheduling team
Recruit and hire qualified personnel
Cost

Integrate schedulers on projects and
refine roles as needed

High

Develop processes and procedures to
monitor the project schedule
Benefit

High

Risk

71

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

70

Procurement
Targeted improvements to make the sourcing of products and services more effective and
efficient and improve NYCHA’s ability to maintain its assets and provide services to
residents.

Holistic and integrated procurement process
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to establish a holistic and integrated procurement process involves conducting a
review of current end-to-end procurement management processes, identifying areas of
improvement, and implementing those changes. The initiative also involves the procurement of a
procurement management software to enable to the future state process and training of NYCHA
staff to facilitate adoption.
Establishing a holistic and integrated procurement process could streamline the process
and, in turn, enable more efficient operations and maintenance outcomes.

 Establishing cross departmental governance frameworks to empower those
accountable for operations to influence changes in other departments
 Identifying under-performing vendors to safeguard the intent of offering viable vendor
options
 Resources to conduct a detailed review of end-to-end procurement management
processes, develop process maps, and recommend improvements
 Funding for a procurement management system
 Staff resources for contract managers and clearly defined processes

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Procurement

High-level timeline
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Holistic and integrated procurement
process

Complexity

Establish a cross-functional Procurement
Task Force
Conduct a detailed review of end-to-end
procurement management processes
Identify areas for improvement (focus on
development of technical scopes, contract
management and administration)
Gather functional requirements for
procurement management software
Conduct fit-gap analysis to identify
capabilities of existing software to meet
procurement needs
Implement enhancements to existing
software and / or procure new software
Establish capability for third party service
providers to conduct (or support) vendor
integrity checks
Implement priority improvements to the endto-end procurement management process
Establish contract management and
administration capabilities
Train NYCHA staff on new procurement
processes
Conduct vendor outreach on new
procurement processes

High

24

Timeline
13-24
Months

Cost
Medium

Benefit
Very High

Risk

73

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

72

Establish reusable master contracts
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative to establish reusable master contracts involves replacing the current requirements
contract model with a number of panel agreements based upon vendor skillset and NYCHA’s
needs.

— Monitoring of contract value usage/depletion in real-time (at approval) with
transparency for requestor of contracts

Establishing reusable master contracts could allow for a greater depth of pre-qualified
contractors and the ability to oversee vendor performance while enhancing NYCHA’s
bargaining power with a pre-agreed schedule of rates for each vendor.

— Controls around registered business entities and multiple contract membership by
vendors

— Identification of poor performing vendors managed centrally

— Modification to NYCHA’s General Procurement Policy for a limited set of
specialist MSAs to address delays in completing specialist work where the vendor
pool is limited

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Procurement

— Contract Managers in place at developments to monitor usage of contracts and
support inputs into MSA needs, scopes, and amount thresholds
Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Establish reusable master contracts

24

Timeline
13-24
Months

Establish terms for Master Service
Agreements
Issue an open request for procurement
Cost

Select vendors to staff each MSA per
skillset (e.g., roofers)

Low

Execute contracts with MSA vendors for
on-call services
Benefit
Very High

Risk

74

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

73

Legal Issues
Addresses key legal challenges that have a significant impact on NYCHA’s operations, and
identify creative and effective solutions.

Improve rent collection
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The opportunity to improve rent collection could allow NYCHA to increase the total amount of rent
collected monthly and reduce the outstanding balance of Tenant Accounts Receivables (TAR).
This strategy would include conducting a rent collection study, hiring rent collection specialized
staff, and considering the reinstitution of rent collections at the NYCHA property management
offices.

— Collaboration with and buy-in from property/AMP staff by seeking their ideas to
improve rent collection

Legal Issues

Improving rent collection should increase accountability of the residents and address
concerns of morale for the property management staff.

— Noticeable improvements in addressing the backlog of work orders and
addressing new work orders in a timely fashion

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Improving living standards at the AMPs, and creating safe and sanitary housing
for residents
— Additional resources needed to provide effective and efficient property
management services

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

High
M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32+

Improve rent collection

Timeline
6-12
Months

Conduct a rent collection study
Cost

Hire additional Housing Assistants at
the AMPs

Medium

Reinstitute collection of rent payments
at Property/AMP Management Offices

Benefit
Very High

Execute repayment agreements

Risk

76

Confidential

Ongoing

High

75

Evaluate apartment unit access
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The evaluation of apartment unit access involves a legal review of lease terms around apartment
entry and identifying potential amendments to those terms to facilitate the performance of
necessary maintenance and repairs. It would be critical to create procedures for notice of access
and work completed.

— Support from leadership and property management and appropriate training
and change management activities considered

Evaluating apartment unit access could enable NYCHA to improve its service delivery to
residents in a manner that abides by relevant legal requirements.

— Collaboration among multiple departments, including NYCHA’s Law Department,
with the common goal to improve service delivery
— Targeted communication with residents as to the benefits and improvements in
service delivery that can be achieved through such changes

Legal Issues

— Clear processes and procedures to support implementation of apartment unit
access and scheduling implications

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29+

Evaluate apartment unit access

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Review of lease terms around
apartment entry
Conduct a review of NYCHA’s legal
right to enter an apartment to perform
maintenance and repairs
Issue new lease agreements to
residents and incorporate new
processes

Cost
Medium

Benefit
Very High

Risk

77

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

76

Improve support of legal processes
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to improve support of legal processes involves reducing the burden on NYCHA
property management staff as it relates to legal processes (e.g., eviction cases). This strategy
would include hiring specialized staff, creating and conducting trainings, and establishing a Legal
Services Working Group.

— Open communication and collaboration among multiple departments, including
Operations and the Law Department

Improving legal processes centrally should increase operating efficiencies for the
property/AMP staff for these processes, and improve their morale.

— Full enforcement of NYCHA’s lease terms and increased utilization of
technology and systems to assist with this process

— Collaboration with and buy-in from property/AMP staff on a defined process for
addressing lease violations

— Acceptance of process changes by external stakeholders

Legal Issues

— Realignment of existing staff, or hiring new staff within the Law Department

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32 M33 M34+

Improve support of legal processes

Timeline
6-12
Months

Hire specialized staff
Create and conduct trainings
Cost

Create a Legal Services Working
Group

Medium

Determine if General Services can
send legal notices and implement
Benefit

Moderate

Risk

78

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

77

IT Operations and
Management
Accelerate capabilities that should allow IT to better support improved business operations.

IT Operations and Management

Establish enterprise data governance
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to establish enterprise data governance is focused on strengthening data quality,
integrity, and management by developing an enterprise-wide data dictionary, defining processes
and roles for the management of information and data, and establishing the role of a Chief Data
Officer.

— Increased accountability around data entry and usage

Establishing enterprise data governance could increase NYCHA’s ability to leverage
analytics to make data-driven decision across the organization and improve service
delivery.

— Additional funding and resources for the data stewards group and the Chief
Data Officer

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Empowerment and support from leadership to prioritize and enforce data
governance practices
— Collaboration between IT staff and the business units to make this an
enterprise-wide approach to data governance
— Understanding of complex data concepts

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

— Focus on continuous improvement to maintain ongoing data quality
Complexity
High-level timeline

Very High
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Establish enterprise data governance

Timeline

18

6-12
Months

Establish a Chief Data Officer role
Implement a data stewards group
Cost

Develop enterprise-wide data dictionary

Medium

Define and socialize a governance
model
Develop defined processes and
structured roles for the management of
information and data
Establish data entry and data validation
controls

Benefit
High

Integration of software systems and
closure of legacy systems

Risk

80

Confidential

Ongoing

Moderate

79

IT Operations and Management

Enhance IT operations
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative for enhancing IT operations is focused on the goal of improving the daily operations
of IT capabilities at NYCHA through a variety of approaches, including reporting on how systems
tie into business functions, automating outage notifications, and assessing IT’s current staffing
model and procurement process. Additionally, the opportunity focuses on enhancing IT’s change
management capabilities for IT implementations to increase frontline staff buy-in and involvement
in the rollout of new IT solutions.

— Collaboration between IT and the business units to align systems with
business processes, gain frontline staff buy-in for system design and
enhancements, and drive innovative ideas

Enhancing IT Operations could allow NYCHA to leverage its technology and systems more
effectively to achieve cost savings, streamline processes, and improve business
operations.

Ratings

Overall
Priority

— Collaboration with Budget and Law Department on moving towards a
discretionary funding model
— Identifying and leveraging technology solutions that support automation of
outage notifications
— Contract terms that support the enforcement of performance-related penalties

Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Moderate

— Creating an environment that encourages participants to bring forward lessons
learned or raise concerns of user adoption
— Building a metrics-based business case/justification for additional staff in IT
Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32 M33+

Enhance IT operations

Timeline

Track front to back measurement data

18

6-12
Months

Automate outage notifications
Develop process for assessing vendor
performance against SLAs
Define approach and scope for the
expansion of ServiceNow

Cost
Low

Review IT procurement process
Enhance change management support for
IT implementations

Benefit

Develop a lessons learned log and process
Complete staffing needs assessment

Medium

Develop process for staff allocation
Assess adoption of flexible discretionary
funding and budgeting
Implement preventive IT governance
controls

Risk

81

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

80

IT Operations and Management

Better integrate the business with IT
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to better integrate the business with IT is a collection of projects focused on
improving the capacity and integration between the business and IT to improve IT capabilities by,
among other things, creating an Office for Operational/Business Process Innovation, and
improving training and change management capabilities to support business units in the
implementation and use of IT systems for day-to-day operations.

— Identify and involve the right type of resources (experience and skills) from the
business organization or external vendor to staff the Business Process Innovation
unit

Better integrating the business with IT could allow NYCHA to better align technology
outcomes to strategic business objectives and enable IT to respond more quickly to
changing business needs.

Ratings

Overall
Priority

— Identifying, recruiting, and training the right resources to staff a new UAT group

Moderate

— Buy-in, empowerment, and direction from NYCHA’s leadership
— Collaboration between the business units and IT
— Prioritization of improvement and innovation among the organization

Strategic
Alignment

— Minimizing reprioritizations and changes in the overall NYCHA strategy so
that the IT strategy can align to a stable businesses strategy

Moderate

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Better integrate business with IT
Timeline

18

6 – 12
Months

Establish an Office for
Operational/Business Process
Innovation
Develop plan for increased involvement
of business units in IT decision-making
process

Cost
Medium

Develop knowledge of IT functions within
business units
Benefit

Develop training and change
management process to support IT
implementation

High

Enhance training materials for front line
staff

Risk

82

Establish a dedicated UAT group

Confidential

Ongoing

Low

81

Core Process and Technology
Changes
Tactical changes targeting various parts of NYCHA to improve specific sets of tasks.

Core Process and Technology Changes

Maximo functionality enhancements
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to implement Maximo functionality enhancements consists of engaging key
stakeholders across NYCHA to validate priority improvement areas identified by NYCHA through
the Work Order Task Force, and to implement such enhancements.

— Successful software system enhancements require end user engagement and
input on functional requirements

Identifying and implementing these enhancements in Maximo should increase data entry
quality and controls, improve service delivery to residents, monitor compliance
systemically, and enable the organization to perform to SLAs effectively.

— Initial and ongoing training of end users is important for software system
enhancements to increase and maintain awareness of changes and new protocols
— Implementing enhancements to an instance of Maximo that is already highlycustomized requires IT PMO investment to oversee the development,
implementation, and ongoing maintenance of system enhancements
— Implementation of the Business Process Innovation office to serve as a liaison
with the program areas

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

— Confirm that costs to maintain the customized instance is less than a more
standard implementation
Complexity
High-level timeline

Very High
M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28+

Maximo functionality enhancements

+

Timeline

25+
Months

Engage selected end users to validate
priority improvement areas and
establish cross-functional Project
Steering Committee
Establish task teams for each priority
enhancement area

Cost
High

Define business requirements
Design, develop, implement, and test
requirements

Benefit

Independent verification and validation
(IV&V) of enhancements

Very High

Capture lessons learned
Risk

84

Confidential

Ongoing

High

83

Core Process and Technology Changes

Enhance recertification process
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

The initiative to enhance the recertification process should focus on resolving the issue of late
recertifications for public housing in addition to complications that public housing residents and
leased housing participants experience in the recertification process. This initiative also focuses
on investing in the support and resources frontline staff need to complete recertifications. The
initiative would include improving ongoing technical support, hiring specialized staff to assist with
recertifications, generating monthly late recertification reports, and conducting a usability study.

— Collaboration with and buy-in from property/AMP staff by seeking their ideas to
improve the recertification process

Focusing on the recertification process discretely should reduce the backlog and improve
the relationship between NYCHA and public housing residents and leased housing
participants.

— Feedback from public housing residents and leased housing program participants
to develop strategies for dealing with common processing issues

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Very High

— Prioritization as urgent by NYCHA leadership
— Investments in staff or third party resources to address the backlog in public
housing recertifications

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Enhance recertification process

Timeline
6-12
Months

Improve ongoing tech support for frontline staff
Hire specialized staff
Cost

Generate monthly late recertification
reports

Medium

Conduct a usability study of the system
Renegotiate kiosk contract

Benefit

Identify Community-Based
Organizations for support

High

Reestablish Resident Advisory Group
for Leased Housing

Risk
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Ongoing

Low
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Core Process and Technology and Changes

Improve customer data management practices
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative is focused on the improvement of customer data management to increase NYCHA’s
understanding of resident preferences, increase quality of resident interaction data, and improve
NYCHA’s ability to conduct customer data analysis. This includes:

— A customer-oriented strategy design should be used to reach a high volume of
residents

— Expanding the use of Siebel to log all communications received from residents regardless of
the team or channel through which the communication was originally received

— Ability to expand the user group to staff at the developments

— Alignment with the data governance strategy

— Capturing and maintaining communication preferences by allowing residents to select their
communication preferences

— IT resources to add functionality to Siebel to capture and store additional
customer data and integrate/share new customer data with downstream systems
(i.e., email, robocalls)

This represents an opportunity for NYCHA to increase reach to residents and better serve
residents through improved data quality and understanding of customer preferences.

— Understanding data requirements for collecting, storing, and using resident data

Ratings

Overall
Priority
Moderate

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32+

Improve customer data management
practices

Timeline

24

13-24
Months

Define and implement strategy for
customer data collection and refresh
Leverage Customer Contact Center
interaction data
Cost

Expand use Siebel

High

Capture and maintain communication
preferences for residents
Benefit

High

Risk

86
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Ongoing

Low
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Core Process and Technology Changes

Develop a capital planning prioritization system
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative to develop a capital planning prioritization system involves consolidating input from
relevant resources and stakeholders into a prioritized capital projects list, capable of being sorted
by funding type, development, and asset. Led by CPD Capital Planning, a group of stakeholders,
including Operations and Finance, should establish a clear process and set of prioritization criteria
by which projects will be selected for inclusion in the following year’s capital plan. Additionally,
NYCHA should employ the use of a system for consolidating and ranking proposed projects
based on the established prioritization criteria.

— Resources committed to establishing and documenting the capital request
process

Deployment of an effective, comprehensive capital planning process and system could
increase transparency in the selection of projects and improve communication among
stakeholders on critical capital needs.

— Identification of key stakeholders across CPD, Operations, and Finance to
develop the capital planning prioritization rating system

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Stakeholder consensus on prioritization criteria
— Identification/development of an effective system for consolidating and ranking
proposed projects based on the established prioritization criteria

Strategic
Alignment

Very
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

High
M6

M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30+

Develop a capital planning
prioritization system

24

Timeline

13-24
Months

Identify relevant stakeholders to
achieve consensus on process and
prioritization criteria
Purchase or develop a system

Cost

Test functionality of capital planning
process and system and revise as
necessary

Medium

Benefit
Very High

Risk

87
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Core Process and Technology Changes

Develop a capital request process for Operations
Description of initiative (and sub-projects)

Key dependencies & success factors

This initiative for Operations to develop a formal, documented capital project request process
involves gathering and consolidating feedback on capital needs identified at both the central and
property level to inform capital projects planning. The process should document the clear flow of
communication from staff at the developments to the Operations executives communicating with
Capital Planning in addition to a clear feedback loop from Operations executives back to staff at
the developments following approval. After an initial process is developed, Operations should
select several properties to implement a pilot program for this initiative.

— Collaboration between key stakeholders in Operations, CPD, and Finance on
the project identification and prioritization process

Developing an Operations capital request process could improve the communication of
capital needs from property-level staff most familiar with property-specific needs and,
therefore, improve NYCHA’s overall approach to capital planning and prioritization.

— Involvement of staff at the development to gain their perspective on the process
and achieve buy-in

Ratings

Overall
Priority
High

— Establishing an Operations liaison function to consolidate input from parties,
prioritize projects, and communicate with CPD
— Effective communication with development staff to improve understanding as
to NYCHA’s organizational strategy and the reasons why certain projects
were/were not selected

Strategic
Alignment
Strong

Complexity
High-level timeline

Medium
M7

M8

M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31+

Develop a capital request process for
Operations

Timeline

12

6-12
Months

Develop a draft process with relevant
stakeholders
Implement pilot program and revise
process
Cost

Develop and implement training
curriculum for involved resources

Low

Benefit
High

Risk

88
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Ongoing

Moderate
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Conclusion

NYCHA’s Roadmap for Transformation Conclusion







The Roadmap has identified a wide range of projects that should directly and indirectly address lower
maturity aspects of NYCHA’s overall operating model
Projects have been organized under separate initiatives which should manage key sequencing and
dependencies required between projects
Project timelines reflect realistic expectations for completion, but timing does depend on each project
being adequately resourced
Initiatives have been evaluated based on their anticipated costs, benefits, risks, complexities, timelines,
and their overall contribution to guiding principles and strategic goals
Specific activities recommended over the next twelve months have been called out that can provide
specific quick wins, or contribute to longer term change requirements
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Recommended Immediate Next Steps

Agree upon the scope of the NYCHA Transformation Roadmap, including each of the proposed
initiatives and projects
Begin planning for creation of a NYCHA Transformation office, including defining roles, identifying
or hiring key staff, and securing required funding
Begin planning for organizational and cultural change, including establishing teams dedicated to
creating the plans and designs necessary to take action

Continue making progress on projects already in flight, including action plans
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